MAT 494/598--------------------------Fall, 2006

Mathematical Models in Biosciences

If you are concerned with the exponential human population growth, scopes of the AIDS and diabetes epidemic, the alarming rate of species extinction and ultimately hopes for the future, you may find mathematical help in this course. The main objective of this course is to construct and study plausible mathematical models (difference and differential equation models) addressing current issues in biosciences. Computer simulation methods and programs will be introduced and emphasized.

Instructor: Prof. Yang KUANG  E-mail: kuang@asu.edu.
Course Home page: [http://math.asu.edu/~kuang/class/494.html](http://math.asu.edu/~kuang/class/494.html)
Section: 05690; ED 330, 12:15pm--1:30pm, Tu, Th.
Office: PSA 429, Phone: 965-6915; Office hours: 1:40pm-2:30pm, T, W, Th, and by appointment.

PREREQUISITES: Calculus, elementary ODEs (MAT 274, 275) and linear algebra

TEXTBOOK: MATHEMATICAL MODELS IN BIOLOGY by Leah Edelstein.
SIAM Classics in Applied Mathematics 46 2004 | 586 pages | Softcover $50. SIAM Member Price $35. [http://ec-securehost.com/SIAM/CL46.html](http://ec-securehost.com/SIAM/CL46.html). Biology students will find this text useful as a summary of mathematical methods used in modeling, and applied mathematics students may benefit from examples of applications of mathematics to real life problems.

Reference:
1: Mathematical Models in Population Biology and Epidemiology (Hardcover) by Fred Brauer, Carlos Castillo-Chavez. $59.82 at Amazon & ships for FREE.


Grades are based on:
Assignments: 200 points (five set of assignments, each 40 points) ; plus
One take-home midterm exam: 100 points, plus
One project: 100 points (on a project) or A final exam: 100 points
If you are taking this course to satisfy qualifying exam requirement, you must take the final.

THE APPROXIMATE GRADING SCALE WILL BE:
A=85%-100%  B=70%-85%  C=60%-70%  D=45%-60%  E=less than 45%

Except in the case of an emergency, late assignments will not be accepted. If I cannot be reached, contact me by E-mail.

This course will cover most chapters of the first two parts of the textbook. **The final exam will be given in class on Tuesday, Dec. 12, 12:20pm-2:10pm.**
Lecture 1, Tuesday, Aug. 22.

About mathematical biosciences

The purpose of science to society is to produce *useful models of reality*. While it is virtually impossible to make inferences from human senses which actually describe what “is,” we can form hypotheses based on *observations*. By analyzing a number of related hypotheses, scientists can form general theories. Specifically, scientists apply skeptical, methodical evaluation of the body of evidence that seeks to establish alternative working hypotheses, and then reject some hypotheses, while retaining others (the remainder are still subject to re-evaluation in the light of new data or theory). Such processes are the internal organs of sciences which are vital but usually not revealed in manuscripts, books, or presentations.

Frequently, the goal of a mathematical bioscience effort is to obtain an *integrative understanding* of some biological issues with the help of mathematical tools (often models). In *most of such cases, models are our purposes and our products*. The models shall be biologically well motivated, mathematically carefully (painfully) formulated and numerically thoroughly tested (they shall produce plausible dynamics when parameters are plausible). *Models must be built on the basis of a solid and preferably a comprehensive understanding of the relevant existing biology literature/knowledge.* This often requires the collaboration of bio-scientists. Lack of such solid understanding contributed to the proliferation of many imaginary and absurdly formulated ad hoc models in the literature. To succeed in a modeling effort is very much like to succeed in an experimental effort: learn from failures and keep improving on the model at hand.

Once a model is satisfactorily formulated, mathematicians may devote substantial effort to systematically study the fine and often rich dynamics of the model, such effort often calls for advanced training in mathematics and is often labeled as biomathematical research. In some senses, biomathematics is an important part of the broadly defined area of mathematical biosciences.

As biosciences continue to strengthen their dominance of sciences, mathematical biosciences are doing the same in the broad areas of applied mathematics and applications of mathematics. In addition, mathematical biosciences’ reaches are expanding rapidly into the hearts of all areas of biosciences.

This course seeks to lay a basic foundation for mathematical biosciences research.

**Science as simplification:** Observation, modeling and experiment can each be seen as a way of organizing, ordering and simplifying our understanding of the natural world.

Observations can simplify by focusing on critical components and highlighting similarities and differences among phenomena. Modeling simplifies by exposing the effects of a few model parameters, ignoring many or most of the complexities of the real world. Experiment simplifies by holding all but a few factors constant (by the use of replicates and controls).

**Why use mathematical models or mathematical approaches?**
1) To expose faulty assumptions.

Consider the Malthus (http://www.marxists.org/reference/subject/economics/malthus/) exponential growth \( (x'=ax) \) as an example. The assumption there is that growth is independent of population size/density. According to Malthus, “…Population, when unchecked, increases in a geometrical ratio. Subsistence increases only in an arithmetical ratio. A slight acquaintance with numbers will show the immensity of the first power in comparison of the second. By that law of our nature which makes food necessary to the life of man, the effects of these two unequal powers must be kept equal. This implies a strong and constantly operating check on population from the difficulty of subsistence. This difficulty must fall somewhere and must necessarily be severely felt by a large portion of mankind…” In truth, Malthus model, while useful in some physical applications, it almost never applies to natural populations except for a short time following introductions or invasions. We are forced to incorporate density dependence, leading to many density dependent growth models, including the logistic equation \( (x'=rx(1-x/K)) \), regrowth model \( (x'=b-ax, \text{ for perennials}) \) and Gompertz model \( (x'=r_0e^{-at}x, \text{ or } x'=rx-ax\ln x=-ax\ln(x/d), \text{ or } x=r_0+a\ln x_0) \). A more mechanistic approach involves the employment of Droop (growth rate) model \( (\mu = \mu_{\text{max}} \left(1 - \frac{q}{Q}\right)) \).

**Different shapes for the relationship between population growth rate and density.** The growth rate–density relationship can be modeled by the \( a \)-logistic equation per capita growth rate \( (\text{pgr}) = r_1[1-(N/K)^a] \); \( r_1 \) is the rate of population growth at density 0 \( [r_1 = r_0/(1 - K^a)] \), where \( r_0 \) is the maximal rate of population growth from low density; \( K \) is the carrying capacity of the environment, or equilibrium; \( a \) controls the shape of the relationship and depends on the ways that members of a population interact at different densities. Sibly et al. (Science, 2005) find that mammals, birds, fish, and insects do not generally grow exponentially to carrying capacity, as had been widely thought due to logistic model. Instead, population growth decelerates well before carrying capacity is achieved, as illustrated by the concave curve.
**Exercise 1.1:** Show that the solution of \( x' = r_0 e^{-at} x, \ x(0) = x_0 \) is the same as the solution of \( x' = rx - ax \ln x \) with \( x(0) = x_0 \).

2) To provide testable statement or new insights.

Models can guide our thinking, provide the basis for critical tests or experiments and clarify our thinking about a problem. Consider again the logistic equation. The maximum growth rate shall occur at \( x = K/2 \). This statement can be tested by some specific population growth experiments. For example, by inspecting the following figure, one may estimate the earth’s carrying capacity for human is 9-10 billions. **DO NOT BELIEVE THIS.**

Age structure is a very important aspect of population dynamics.
Science is progressive, and subject to test and falsification. We seek a better, more comprehensive view of interrelationships. In the arts, no one can improve on Shakespeare or Beethoven -- a new artist may be revolutionary, perhaps, but not progressive in the same sense.